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METHOD FOR MANAGING LOCK RESOURCES 
INA DISTRIBUTED STORAGE SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority from U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application No. 60/581,721, filed Jun. 23, 
2004, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein in its 
entirety by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to distrib 
uted file Systems, and more particularly, for managing lock 
resources in distributed file Systems. 
0003. During the past decade, the demand for scalability 
of Storage Systems has sharply increased. To meet this 
demand many Storage Systems implement distributed archi 
tectures, i.e., distributed Storage Systems. Generally, mul 
tiple processing nodes (e.g., Storage servers) that serve data 
to client applications characterize a distributed Storage SyS 
tem. The processing nodes and Systems that host the client 
applications are connected through a network. 
0004 Referring to FIG. 1, an exemplary diagram of a 
distributed storage system 100 is shown. The system 100 
comprises of a plurality of independent processing nodes 
110 connected to storage devices 120 through a Fiber 
Channel (FC) connection 130. A storage device 120 may be 
a tape drive, a disk drive, a redundant array of independent 
disks (RAID) or similar devices. The processing nodes 110 
are further connected to a plurality of clients 140 through a 
gigabit Ethernet or InfiBand connection 150. The clients 140 
may utilize any file sharing protocols, Such as network file 
system (NFS), common internet file system (CIFS), direct 
access file System (DAFS) or AppleShare to access data 
stored in storage devices 120. The processing nodes 110 
communicate through a network 160, which may be a 
dedicated network, a wide area network (WAN), a metro 
politan area network (MAN) or a local area network (LAN). 
This allows distributed Storage System 100 to aggregate 
dispersed data centers into a Single, unified, Storage device. 
An example of a distributed storage system 100 is disclosed 
in PCT patent application PCT/US00/34258, entitled “Inter 
connect Topology for a Scalable Distributed Computer Sys 
tem' assigned to common assignee and which is hereby 
incorporated by reference for all that it discloses. 
0005 The operation of the system 100 is managed by a 
distributed file System allows for sharing and Storing files in 
the Storage devices 120 or in a cache memory on various 
levels of storage hierarchy. Additionally, the distributed file 
System provides a locking mechanism to maintain data 
consistency of shared files. Specifically, the locking mecha 
nism guarantees that only one client can write to a single file 
at a time. For example, when a client 140-1 writes to a file 
“A”, the file is locked to prevent another client 140-2 from 
manipulating the file “A”. When client 140-1 closes file “A” 
and client 140-2 attempts to write to that file, the distributed 
file system then informs client 140-2 that changes were 
made to the file “A”. 

0006 AS mentioned above, client 140 can access a file 
using a plurality of file Sharing protocols, each Such protocol 
providing a different mechanism for locking files. For 
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example, the NFS protocol Supports share locks and byte 
range locks, whereas the CIFS protocol Supports share lockS 
and byte range locks, as well as the opportunistic lockS 
(Oplocks). A share lock provides exclusive or non-exclusive 
acceSS permission for an entire file, while the byte range lock 
provides the same permission for a portion of a file. The 
Oplock is a non-persistent mechanism that is designed for 
optimizing local file caching. The Oplock allows a client 140 
to notify a processing node 110 that another client (or 
process) requires access to the file and as result client 140 
should flush the cached file back to the server. Generally, an 
exclusive lock granted to a client 140 does not allow other 
clients to access the file. A non-exclusive lock granted to a 
client 140 allows other clients to access the file for reading 
from or writing to the file. The access rights depend on the 
lock's mode. 

0007. In related art, distributed file mechanisms are dis 
closed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,828,876, 6,009,427 and 6,173, 
293. However, the disclosed mechanisms do not provide 
locking Services Satisfying the locking requirements of all 
file-sharing protocols. Specifically, the current locking 
mechanisms do not enable Simultaneous operations of dif 
ferent Sharing protocols on the same file System resource. 
Furthermore, the distributed locking mechanisms disclosed 
in the related are not Scalable beyond a certain number of 
nodes. 

0008. Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a 
method and a distributed locking System that would resolve 
the shortcomings introduced in by the prior art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009 Illustrative, non-limiting embodiments of the 
present invention overcome the above disadvantages and 
other disadvantages not described above. Also, the present 
invention is not required to overcome the disadvantages 
described above, and an illustrative, non-limiting embodi 
ment of the present invention may not overcome any of the 
problems described above. 
0010) A first aspect of the present invention provides a 
method for managing file locks in a distributed Storage 
System by providing a plurality of registry lock files main 
tained by a plurality of locking managers, wherein each of 
the registry lock files comprises a list of locked files and a 
list of lock requests. Next, the method provides a plurality of 
lock resource objects, wherein each of the plurality of lock 
resource objects is allocated to a lockable file. Finally, the 
method Services a client lock request based on the informa 
tion maintained by the lock resource objects and the registry 
lock files. The registry lock file comprises a unique identi 
fication of the client requesting the lock and a host name of 
the client, and the list of files contains files locked by the 
client requesting the lock in a domain of the locking man 
ager. The list of files also contains a file name of the locked 
file and a counter recording the number of requested lockS 
for the locked file. 

0011. In the present invention, each of the lock resource 
objects is part of metadata of the lockable file. In addition, 
each of the lock resource objects comprises at least a block 
queue, a convert queue, a grant list and a wakeup list. The 
block queue comprises lock requests that are not granted. 
The convert queue comprises granted lock requests attempt 
ing to change lock modes. The grant list comprises lock 
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requests granted by the lock resource object, and the wakeup 
list comprises blocked lock requests with limited time 
duration. 

0012 Servicing a client lock request comprises receiving 
a new lock request from the client to lock a file, forwarding 
the lock request to a lock manager that belongs to the same 
domain to which the file to be locked belongs to and writing 
the lock request to the registry lock file maintained by the 
lock manager. The lock request is blocked if the convert 
queue or the block queue comprises at least one lock request, 
and the lock request is blocked if it is in conflict with an 
already granted lock Saved in the grant list. Otherwise, the 
lock request is granted. Blocking the lock request comprises 
inserting the lock request into the lock queue, inserting the 
lock request into the wakeup list if the lock request com 
prises a timeout parameter and Sending a message that the 
lock request is blocked. The granting of a lock request 
comprises inserting the lock request into the grant queue and 
Sending a message that the convert lock that request is 
granted. 

0013 In the alternative, servicing of the lock request 
compriseS receiving a convert lock request to change the 
mode of the lock, Searching in the registry lock file for a lock 
request associated with the convert lock request and block 
ing the convert lock request if at least the convert queue is 
not empty and/or the requested mode is not compatible with 
a most restrictive mode of a currently granted lock. Other 
Wise, the lock request is granted. Blocking the convert lock 
request further comprises changing the mode of the lock 
request associated with the convert lock request, inserting 
the lock request into the convert queue and Sending a 
message that the convert lock request is blocked. Granting 
the convert lock request comprises changing the mode of the 
lock request associated with the convert lock request, insert 
ing the lock request into the grant list and Sending a message 
that the convert lock request is granted. 

0.014) A second aspect of the present invention provides 
a computer program product for enabling a computer to 
managing file locks in a distributed Storage System compris 
ing Software instructions for enabling the computer to per 
form predetermined operations, and a computer readable 
medium bearing the Software instructions. The predeter 
mined operations comprise providing a plurality of registry 
lock files maintained by a plurality of locking managers, 
wherein each of the registry lock files comprises a list of 
locked files and a list of lock requests. Next, the predeter 
mined operations provide a plurality of lock resource 
objects, wherein each of the plurality of lock resource 
objects is allocated to a lockable file. Finally, the predeter 
mined operations Service a client lock request based on the 
information maintained by the lock resource objects and the 
registry lock files. The registry lock file comprises a unique 
identification of the client requesting the lock and a host 
name of the client, and the list of files contains files locked 
by the client requesting the lock in a domain of the locking 
manager. The list of files also contains a file name of the 
locked file and a counter recording the number of requested 
locks for the locked file. 

0.015. In the present invention, each of the lock resource 
objects is part of metadata of the lockable file. In addition, 
each of the lock resource objects comprises at least a block 
queue, a convert queue, a grant list and a wakeup list. The 
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block queue comprises lock requests that are not granted. 
The convert queue comprises granted lock requests attempt 
ing to change lock modes. The grant list comprises lock 
requests granted by the lock resource object, and the wakeup 
list comprises blocked lock requests with limited time 
duration. 

0016. The predetermined operations service a client lock 
request by receiving a new lock request from the client to 
lock a file, forwarding the lock request to a lock manager 
that belongs to the same domain to which the file to be 
locked belongs to and writing the lock request to the registry 
lock file maintained by the lock manager. The predetermined 
operations block the lock request if the convert queue or the 
block queue comprises at least one lock request, and the 
predetermined operations block the lock request if it is in 
conflict with an already granted lock Saved in the grant list. 
Otherwise, the predetermined operations grant the lock 
request. The predetermined operations block a lock request 
by inserting the lock request into the lock queue, inserting 
the lock request into the wakeup list if the lock request 
comprises a timeout parameter and Sending a message that 
the lock request is blocked. The predetermined operations 
grant a lock request by inserting the lock request into the 
grant queue and Sending a message that the convert lock that 
request is granted. 

0017. In the alternative, the predetermined operations 
Service a lock request by receiving a convert lock request to 
change the mode of the lock, Searching in the registry lock 
file for a lock request associated with the convert lock 
request and blocking the convert lock request if at least the 
convert queue is not empty and/or the requested mode is not 
compatible with a most restrictive mode of a currently 
granted lock. Otherwise, the predetermined operations grant 
a lock request. The predetermined operations block the 
convert lock request by changing the mode of the lock 
request associated with the convert lock request, inserting 
the lock request into the convert queue and Sending a 
message that the convert lock request is blocked. The 
predetermined operations grant the convert lock request by 
changing the mode of the lock request associated with the 
convert lock request, inserting the lock request into the grant 
list and Sending a message that the convert lock request is 
granted. 

0018. A third aspect of the present invention provides a 
distributed lock System for managing lock resources in a 
distributed Storage System. The distributed lock System 
comprises a plurality of locking managers, wherein each of 
the plurality of locking managerS is capable of managing 
lock resources in its respective domain. The System further 
comprises a plurality of metadata Servers capable of main 
taining a plurality of a lock resource objects, and a central 
database for maintaining locking information. Each of the 
plurality of lock resource objects is part of metadata of the 
lockable file. The locking information comprises a plurality 
of registry lock files, wherein each of the plurality registry 
lock files comprises at least a list of locked files and a list of 
lock requests. Each of the plurality of lock resource objects 
is allocated to a lockable file. The registry lock file com 
prises a unique identification of the client requesting the lock 
and a host name of the client. The list of files contains files 
locked by the client requesting the lock in a domain of the 
locking manager, and the list of files includes at least a file 
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name of the locked file and a counter recording a number of 
requested locks for the locked file. 
0.019 Each of the plurality of lock resource objects 
comprises a block queue, a convert queue, a grant list and a 
wakeup list. The block queue comprises lock requests that 
are not granted. The convert queue comprises granted lock 
requests attempting to change lock modes. The grant list 
comprises lock requests granted by the lock resource object. 
The wakeup list comprises blocked lock requests with 
limited time duration. 

0020 Additional aspects and/or advantages of the inven 
tion will be set forth in part in the description that follows 
and, in part, will be apparent from the description, or may be 
learned by practice of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0021. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated in and constitute a part of this specification illustrate 
exemplary embodiments of the invention and, together with 
the description, Serve to explain the aspects, advantages and 
principles of the invention. In the drawings, 
0022 FIG. 1 is an exemplary diagram of a conventional 
distributed Storage System; 
0023 FIG. 2 is a diagram of a distributed locking system 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 

0024 FIG. 3 is an illustration of a registry lock file 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0.025 FIG. 4 is an illustration of a lock resource object 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0026 FIG. 5 is a flowchart describing the method for 
handling a new lock request according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0027 FIG. 6 is a flowchart describing the step for 
blocking a lock request according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; and 
0028 FIG. 7 is a flowchart describing the method for 
handling a convert lock request according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ILLUSTRATIVE, NON-LIMITING 

EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

0029. The present invention will now be described more 
fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which 
exemplary, non-limiting embodiments of the invention are 
shown. 

0030) Referring to FIG. 2, an exemplary and non-limit 
ing diagram of a distributed locking system (DLS) 200 in 
accordance with the present invention is shown. The DLS 
200 comprises a plurality of locking managers (LMs) 220-1, 
220-2, 220-in connecting to a central database 230 that 
maintains the locking information. Each of the LMS 220-1, 
220-2, 220-n is further connected to a client interface 210-1, 
210-2, 210-n and a metadata (MD) server 250-1, 250-2, 
250-n. The client interface 210-1, 210-2, 210-n is respon 
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sible for receiving requests from a client 240-1, 240-m and 
handling the interface with a LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n 
(among other components a distributed file System that are 
not despite in FIG. 2). In essence, the client interface 210-1, 
210-2, 210-in acts as a protocol converter, translating 
between client-side protocols (e.g., NFS, CIFS, AppleTalk, 
etc.) and internal file system requests, Such as remote 
procedure call (RPC) requests. The MD server 250-1,250-2, 
250-n maintains the metadata information or objects of a 
file, relative to files are located. The metadata information in 
MD server 250-1, 250-2, 250-n may include, but is not 
limited to, file name, its type, its permissions, ownership and 
other type of information other than the content of the file. 
The MD server 250-1,250-2,250-n further maintains as part 
of the metadata information a lock resource (LR) object 
assigned for each locked file. The Structure and the func 
tionality of the LR objects will be described in greater detail 
below. The client interface 210-1, 210-2, 210-in, the LM 
220-1,220-2,220-n and the MD server 250-1,250-2,250-m 
may coexist on a single processing node (e.g., node 110). 
The content of the database 230 is distributed over the 
processing nodes. 
0031) Each LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n manages the lock 
requests of files belonging to its domain (i.e., address space) 
using a plurality of LR objects and the plurality of registry 
lock files of the plurality of LMS 220-1, 220-2, 220-n are 
kept in the database 230. A registry lock file comprises a list 
of locked files in the domain of a LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n. 
Specifically, as shown in FIG. 3, a lock file 300 comprises 
the unique identification (ID) of the client requesting the 
lock, the client's host name and a list of files 320 locked by 
the requesting client (hereinafter the “locked file list”). Each 
entry in the locked file list 320 comprises the file name of the 
locked file and a counter counting the number of requested 
locks for that file. The counter is incremented each time a 
new lock is added and decremented each time a lock is 
removed. The registry lock file 300 further comprises a list 
of lock requests 310 per each client (hereinafter the “lock 
request list”). The lock request list 310 comprises the client 
unique ID, the client's host name, a request unique ID, the 
request creation time and the Status of the request, i.e., 
blocked, converted, or granted. 
0032. In an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the registry lock file 300 may be implemented using a 
balanced tree indexes (e.g., B-tree indexes). In this exem 
plary embodiment, each record in the registry lock file 300 
comprises the host name and the requesting client's unique 
identification (ID) represented in the following notation 
host index(a)domian.client index and the name of an index 
file containing the locked file list 320 of the client under the 
domain designated in host indeXGldomian.client index. 
0033 ALR object is allocated per a lockable entity once 
a client 240-1, 240-m requests to lock this entity. A lockable 
entity may be a file, a portion of a file or any object Stored 
in the physical Storage of a distributed Storage System. The 
LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n manages the lock requests using a 
plurality of LR objects. An exemplary LR object 400 is 
shown in FIG. 4. The LR object 400 maintains a block 
queue 410, a convert queue 420, a grant list 430 and a 
wakeup list 440. The block queue 410 contains new requests 
that are not granted, as these requests are in conflict with a 
currently granted lock saved in grant list 430. The convert 
queue 420 contains granted requests that attempt to upgrade 
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or downgrade their lock modes, which are incompatible with 
the mode of the currently granted lock. The grant list 430 
contains all locks granted by the LM 220-1,220-2,220-in on 
the LR object 400. Each request in the block queue 410, the 
convert queue 420 and the grant list 430 comprises a lock 
request unique ID, its request creation time and a pointer to 
the corresponding lock request list 310 in the registry lock 
file 300. The wakeup list 440 maintains blocked lock 
requests that include a timeout parameter. The timeout 
parameter defines the duration of the request, i.e., the 
maximum time that a request waits on a blocked lock. 
0034. As discussed above, the status of each incoming 
lock request can be set to be one of blocked, converted or 
granted. A blocked request is a request that cannot be 
granted due to a conflict with an already granted lock or 
locks. A blocked request is inserted to the block queue 410 
of the LR object 400. The request is removed from the block 
queue 410 only if the following conditions are satisfied: a) 
the request's mode is compatible with the most restrictive 
mode of locks kept in the grant list 430; b) the convert queue 
420 is empty; and c) the request lock is at the head of the 
block queue 410. A converted request is a dissatisfied 
request of the client 240-1, 240-m to change the lock's 
current mode. The client 240-1, 240-m can request to 
upgrade the lock's mode, i.e., to change the mode from a 
non-exclusive to exclusive mode or to downgrade the lock's 
mode, i.e., to change the mode from an exclusive to non 
exclusive mode. A converted request is Saved in the convert 
queue 420. The LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n grants all demote 
requests in-place, namely the lock is downgraded to its new 
mode without being inserted to the convert queue 420. A 
granted request is a request that was granted. The LM 220-1, 
220-2, 220-in grants a lock request if there are currently no 
locks on the files requested to be locked, i.e., the grant list 
430 is empty or if the convert queue 420 is empty and the 
lock request's mode is compatible with the most restrictive 
mode of the currently granted lock. All granted locks on the 
LR 400 are saved in the grant list 430. The methods for 
handling a new lock request and a convert request are 
described in greater detail below. 
0035. The following is an example describing the opera 
tion of the DLS200. A client 240-1 sends a lock request R1 
to the LM 220-1 to lock a file “B”. The lock's mode of 
request R1 is exclusive, i.e., deny other clients access to file 
“B”. File “B” is kept in the domain of the LM 220-2. A lock 
request comprises the client unique ID, the client's host 
name, and the client process ID. The LM 220-1, upon 
receiving request R1, replaces the client unique ID and 
client's host name with a host indeX and a client indeX using 
the following notation host index(odomain.client index. In 
addition, the LM 220-1 checks if a LR object assigned to file 
“B” belongs to its domain; since it does not, the LM 220-1 
forwards the request R1 to the LM 220-2. The LM 220-2 
Saves the request R1 in its registry lock file in the database 
230 and detects a LR object in the MD server 250-2 assigned 
to file “B”. If such a LR object does not exist, the LM 220-1 
allocates a new LR object. It should be noted that while 
modifying the registry lock file, the database 230 is locked. 
This is performed in order to ensure data consistency. 
Subsequently, the LM 220-2 checks if the request R1 can be 
granted. If the request is granted, the file is locked and the 
lock request is Saved in the grant list 430 and its Status is 
updated to a granted State. As the lock of file “B” holds 
exclusive rights, all Subsequent lock requests on file “B” 
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with non-exclusive lock's mode will be denied. To allow 
other clients access to file “B”, the client 240-1 must send a 
convert request to change the lock's mode on file “B” from 
exclusive to non-exclusive or a request to remove the lock. 
In another respect, if the request R1 is denied, the LM 220-2 
replies to the client 240-1 with a message notifying that the 
lock request is denied and then the lock request in Saved in 
the block queue 410. 

0036). In case of a failover or shutdown of at least one 
processing node, all lockS managed by a LM of the failed 
node are released and the LR objects are deleted. For that 
purpose, the LM 220-1, 220-2, 220-n traverses its registry 
lock file to detect the locked files that are to be unlocked. If 
a client 240-1, 240-m fails, all the locks requested by this 
client are unlocked. 

0037 Referring to FIG. 5, a non-limiting flowchart 500 
describing the method for handling a new lock request, in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of this inven 
tion, is shown. The method is executed by a LM (e.g., LM 
220-1) belonging to the same domain as that of the file 
requested to be locked. The type of the lock request may be 
handled by, but is not limited to, a share lock, a byte range 
lock, an Oplock and other lock schemes. At S510, a new lock 
request received at a LM acquires a unique ID. At S520, the 
database 230 is locked for preventing other clients to write 
to the database 230 and the new request's parameters are 
saved in the in the registry lock file (e.g., registry lock file 
300) corresponds to the LM that received the request. The 
request parameters comprise a client unique ID (or a client 
index), a host name (or a host index), a request unique ID, 
and the request creation time. Once the writing to the 
registry lock files is completed, the database 230 is 
unlocked. At S530, a check is made to determine if the 
convert queue is empty, and if So, execution continues with 
S540; otherwise, the execution continues at S580 where the 
request is blocked. At S540; a check is performed to 
determine if the block queue is empty and if So the execution 
continues with S550; otherwise, the execution continues 
with S580. At S550 another check is made to determine if 
the request can be Satisfied. Specifically, it is checked 
whether the lock request is in conflict with an already 
granted lock Saved in the grant list. If the request can be 
satisfied, at S560, the lock's status in the registry lock file is 
updated to a granted State and the request is added to the 
grant list. At S570, a message is send to the client notifying 
the lock request is granted. If the lock request is denied, the 
execution continues with S580. 

0038) Referring to FIG. 6, a detailed flowchart describing 
the blocking of a request (S580) is shown. At S610, the 
request Status in the registry lock file is set to a blocked 
mode. At S620, the request is added to the block queue. At 
S630, the request and its wakeup time are saved in the 
wakeup list. S630 is performed only if the request comprises 
a timeout parameter, which defines the duration time of the 
request. The duration time defines the amount of time that a 
lock request waits to a lock to be unlocked. At S640, a 
message is Sent to the requesting client notifying that the 
lock request is blocked. 

0039) Referring to FIG. 7, a non-limiting flowchart 700 
describing the method for handling a convert request, in 
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of this inven 
tion, is shown. The method is executed by a LM (e.g., LM 
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220-1) belonging to the same domain as that of the file being 
locked. The type of the lock request to be handled may be, 
but is not limited to, a share lock, a byte range lock, an 
Oplock and other lock Schemes. A client can request to 
upgrade the lock's mode, i.e., to change lock's mode from 
a non-exclusive to exclusive mode or to downgrade the 
lock's mode, i.e., to change the mode from an exclusive to 
non-exclusive mode. At S710, a new convert request is 
received at a LM. The convert request comprises the client 
unique ID (or client index), client's host name (or host 
index) and the lock ID of the lock to be converted. At S720, 
the lock request list (e.g., list 310) in the registry lock file 
(e.g., registry lock file 300) of the LM receiving the request 
is being Searched in order to identify an entry associated 
with the lock requested to be converted. The Search is made 
using the lock's unique ID. At S730, a check is made to 
determine if a lock having the Same lock ID as designated in 
the request is found, and if So the execution continues with 
S740; otherwise, the request is denied and execution ends. It 
should be noted that a request for converting the mode of a 
non-granted lock is also denied. At S740, a check is made to 
determine if the convert queue 420 is empty, and if So 
execution continues at S760; otherwise, execution continues 
with S750 where the lock's mode is changed to the new 
requested mode. At S755, the status of the lock is set to 
converted State and the lock is added to the convert queue 
420. At S760, a check is made to determine if the convert 
lock request can be satisfied. Specifically, it is checked 
whether the requested mode is compatible with the most 
restrictive mode of the currently granted lock. If the request 
is satisfied, then at S770, the lock's status is set to a granted 
State and the lock is added to the grant list. If the request is 
denied, then at S780 the lock status is set to a converted State 
and the lock is added to the convert queue 420. At S785, the 
request and its wakeup time are Saved in the wakeup list 440. 
S785 is performed only if the request comprises a timeout 
parameter. At S790, a message is Sent to the requesting client 
notifying the request is denied. 
0040. In an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the method and the DLS disclosed herein can be 
operated in a mixed mode, namely to handle concurrently 
lock requests utilized through different file Sharing proto 
cols. Each protocol defines its own requirements to impose 
a lock on a file. These different requirements of the lock 
mode should be addressed by the DLS200 while operating 
is a mixed mode. For example, the CIFS protocol requires 
that file byte range lockS be granted only after a share lock 
is granted on the file, while in the NFS protocol only byte 
range locks can be used. 
0041 AS all NFS requests are byte range lock requests, in 
a mixed mode of operation a share lock entry for each client 
is created. Specifically, a first byte range lock request from 
a client creates a share lock request. If the share lock is 
compatible with currently granted locks this request will be 
Satisfied. After granting a share lock on the file, the requested 
byte range is locked. The restrictive mode of the byte range 
lock is the mode of the share lock on the locked file. 

0042. In an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion, the DLS and the methods for handling the lock requests 
disclosed herein can be operated in conjunction with a 
distributed shared files system (DSFS) disclosed in U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/265,778, entitled “Flexible 
and Adaptive Read and Write Storage System Architecture” 
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assigned to common assignee and which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference for all that it contains. 
0043. The foregoing description of the exemplary 
embodiments of the invention has been presented for pur 
poses of illustration and description. It is not intended to be 
exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form 
disclosed, and modifications and variations are possible in 
light of the above teachings or may be acquired from 
practice of the invention. The exemplary embodiments were 
chosen and described in order to explain the principles of the 
invention and its practical application to enable one skilled 
in the art to utilize the invention in various embodiments and 
with various modifications as are Suited to the particular use 
contemplated. 
0044) Thus, while only exemplary embodiments of the 
invention have been specifically described herein, it will be 
apparent that numerous modifications may be made thereto 
without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
Further, acronyms are used merely to enhance the readabil 
ity of the specification and claims. It should be noted that 
these acronyms are not intended to lessen the generality of 
the terms used and they should not be construed to restrict 
the Scope of the claims to the exemplary embodiments 
described therein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for managing file locks in a distributed 

Storage System, said method comprises: 
providing a plurality of registry lock files maintained by 

a plurality of locking managers, wherein each of Said 
registry lock files comprises at least a list of locked files 
and a list of lock requests, 

providing a plurality of lock resource objects, wherein 
each of Said plurality of lock resource objects is allo 
cated to a lockable file; and 

Servicing a client lock request based on the information 
maintained by Said lock resource objects and Said 
registry lock files. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said registry lock file 
further comprises a unique identification of Said client 
requesting the lock and a host name of Said client. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said list of files 
contains files locked by Said client requesting the lock in a 
domain of Said locking manager. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said list of files 
comprises at least a file name of the locked file and a counter 
recording the number of requested locks for Said locked file. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein each of said plurality 
of lock resource objects is part of metadata of Said lockable 
file. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein each of said plurality 
of lock resource objects comprises at least a block queue, a 
convert queue, a grant list and a wakeup list. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein said block queue 
comprises lock requests that are not granted. 

8. The method of claim 6, wherein said convert queue 
comprises granted lock requests attempting to change lock 
modes. 

9. The method of claim 6, wherein said grant list com 
prises lock requests granted by Said lock resource object. 

10. The method of claim 6, wherein said wakeup list 
comprises blocked lock requests with limited time duration. 
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11. The method of claim 6, wherein servicing said client 
lock request comprises: 

receiving a new lock request from Said client to lock a file; 
forwarding Said lock request to a lock manager that 

belongs to the same domain to which Said file to be 
locked belongs to; 

Writing Said lock request to Said registry lock file main 
tained by Said lock manager; 

blocking Said lock request if Said at least one of Said 
convert queue or said block queue comprises at least 
one lock request; and 

blocking Said lock request if Said lock request is in conflict 
with an already granted lock Saved in Said grant list; 
otherwise, granting Said lock request. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein said blocking said 
lock request further comprises: 

inserting Said lock request into Said lock queue; 
inserting Said lock request into Said wakeup list if Said 

lock request comprises a timeout parameter; and 
Sending a message that Said lock request is blocked. 
13. The method of claim 11, wherein granting Said lock 

request further comprises: 
inserting Said lock request into Said grant queue, and 
Sending a message that said convert lock that request is 

granted. 
14. The method of claim 6, wherein servicing said client 

lock request comprises: 
receiving a convert lock request to change the mode of 

Said lock, 
Searching in Said registry lock file for a lock request 

asSociated with Said convert lock request; 
blocking Said convert lock request if at least Said convert 

queue is not empty and/or Said requested mode is not 
compatible with a most restrictive mode of a currently 
granted lock; otherwise, granting Said convert lock 
request. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein blocking said 
convert lock request further comprises: 

changing Said mode of Said lock request associated with 
Said convert lock request; 

inserting Said lock request into Said convert queue, and 
Sending a message that Said convert lock request is 

blocked. 
16. The method of claim 14, wherein granting Said 

convert lock request further comprises: 
changing Said mode of Said lock request associated with 

Said convert lock request; 
inserting Said lock request into Said grant list; and 
Sending a message that Said convert lock request is 

granted. 
17. A computer program product for enabling a computer 

to managing file locks in a distributed Storage System 
comprising Software instructions for enabling the computer 
to perform predetermined operations, and a computer read 
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able medium bearing the Software instructions, wherein the 
predetermined operations comprise: 

providing a plurality of registry lock files maintained by 
a plurality of locking managers, wherein each of Said 
plurality registry lock files comprises at least a list of 
locked files and a list of lock requests, 

providing a plurality of lock resource objects, wherein 
each of Said plurality of lock resource objects is allo 
cated per a lockable file; and 

Servicing a client lock request based on the information 
maintained by Said lock resource objects and Said 
registry lock files. 

18. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein 
Said registry lock file further comprises a unique identifica 
tion of Said client requesting the lock and a host name of Said 
client. 

19. The computer program product of claim 18, wherein 
Said list of files contains files locked by Said client requesting 
the lock in a domain of Said locking manager. 

20. The computer program product of claim 19, wherein 
Said list of files comprises at least a file name of the locked 
file and a counter recording a number of requested locks for 
said locked file. 

21. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein 
each of Said plurality of lock resource objects is part of 
metadata of Said lockable file. 

22. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein 
each of Said plurality of lock resource objects comprises at 
least a block queue, a convert queue, a grant list and a 
wakeup list. 

23. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
Said block queue comprises lock requests that are not 
granted. 

24. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
Said convert queue comprises granted lock requests attempt 
ing to change lock modes. 

25. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
Said grant list comprises lock requests granted by Said lock 
resource object. 

26. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
Said wakeup list comprises blocked lock requests with 
limited time duration. 

27. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
Servicing Said client lock request comprises: 

receiving a new lock request from Said client to lock a file; 
forwarding Said lock request to a lock manager that 

belongs to the same domain to which Said file to be 
locked belongs to; 

Writing Said lock request to Said registry lock file main 
tained by Said locking manager; 

blocking Said lock request if Said at least one of Said 
convert queue or said block queue comprises at least 
one lock request; and 

blocking Said lock request if Said lock request is in conflict 
with an already granted lock Saved in Said grant list; 
otherwise, granting Said lock request. 

28. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein 
Said blocking Said lock request further comprises: 
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inserting Said lock request into Said lock queue; 
inserting Said lock request into Said wakeup list if Said 

lock request comprises timeout parameter; and 
Sending a message that Said lock request is blocked. 
29. The computer program product of claim 27, wherein 

granting Said lock request further comprises: 
inserting Said lock request into Said grant queue, and 
Sending a message that Said convert lock that request is 

granted. 
30. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 

Servicing Said client lock request comprises: 
receiving a convert lock request to change the mode of 

Said lock, 
Searching in Said registry lock file for a lock request 

asSociated with Said convert lock request; 
blocking Said convert lock request if Said convert queue is 

not empty and/or Said requested mode is not compatible 
with a most restrictive mode of a currently granted 
lock; otherwise, granting Said convert lock request. 

31. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein 
blocking Said convert lock request further comprises: 

changing Said mode of Said lock request associated with 
Said convert lock request; 

inserting Said lock request into Said convert queue, and 
Sending a message that Said convert lock request is 

blocked. 
32. The computer program product of claim 30, wherein 

granting Said convert lock request further comprises: 
changing Said mode of Said lock request associated with 

Said convert lock request; 
inserting Said lock request into Said grant list; and 
Sending a message that Said convert lock request is 

granted. 
33. A distributed lock System for managing lock resources 

in a distributed Storage System, said System comprising: 
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a plurality of locking managers, wherein each of Said 
plurality of locking managerS is capable of managing 
lock resources in its respective domain; 

a plurality of metadata Servers capable of maintaining a 
plurality of a lock resource objects, and 

a central database for maintaining locking information. 
34. The system of claim 33, wherein said locking infor 

mation comprises a plurality of registry lock files, wherein 
each of Said plurality registry lock files comprises at least a 
list of locked files and a list of lock requests. 

35. The system of claim 34, wherein each of said plurality 
of lock resource objects is allocated to a lockable file. 

36. The system of claim 34, wherein said registry lock file 
further comprises a unique identification of Said client 
requesting the lock and a host name of Said client. 

37. The system of claim 35, wherein said list of files 
contains files locked by Said client requesting the lock in a 
domain of Said locking manager. 

38. The system of claim 37, wherein said list of files 
comprises at least a file name of the locked file and a counter 
recording a number of requested locks for Said locked file. 

39. The system of claim 35, wherein each of said plurality 
of lock resource objects is part of metadata of Said lockable 
file. 

40. The system of claim 39, wherein each of said plurality 
of lock resource objects comprises at least a block queue, a 
convert queue, a grant list and a wakeup list. 

41. The system of claim 40, wherein said block queue 
comprises lock requests that are not granted. 

42. The system of claim 40, wherein said convert queue 
comprises granted lock requests attempting to change lock 
modes. 

43. The system of claim 40, wherein said grant list 
comprises lock requests granted by Said lock resource 
object. 

44. The system of claim 40, wherein said wakeup list 
comprises blocked lock requests with limited time duration. 
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